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Precision Screwdriver HOTO QWLSD004, 24 in 1 (Red)

HOTO QWLSD004 precision screwdriver, 24 in 1 (red)
Looking for a reliable tool for small repairs or DIY? The HOTOA precision screwdriver will be perfect for you! It will provide you with a high
level  of  comfort  even during long use and, what's more,  it  is  extremely durable as it  is  made of  high-quality aluminium alloy.  The set
includes 12 double-sided bits (24 types), which you can safely store in the magnetic box inside the screwdriver.
 
Functional and handy
The HOTO precision screwdriver was designed with user-friendliness in mind and is therefore equipped with a magnetic tip. This enables
you to insert and remove bits with ease. What's more, the screwdriver is characterised by its ergonomic design, which means that it fits
securely in your hand and does not slip out during use. It has the appearance of a ballpoint pen and weighs just 60g. What's more, you
don't have to worry about losing your bits, as they are easily stored in the magnetic box inside the screwdriver.
 
Bit set 
In the set with the screwdriver, you will also find 12 double-sided bits. This means that you get 24 of the most popular types. They exhibit
a hardness of up to 60 HRC and, what's more, are made of high-quality S2 steel. This makes them robust and resistant to mechanical
damage, wear or rust. They will work perfectly when repairing laptops, watches, games consoles, toys, drones and many other devices.
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Included 
Precision screwdriver
12x reversible C4 x 30 mm bits (flat: SL1.5 / SL2, Phillips: PH000 / PH00 / PH0 / PH1, Allen: H1.5 / H2 / H2.5, Torx: T2 / T3 / T4 / T5 / T6 /
T8 / T9 / T10, U-shaped: U2.6, Y-shaped: Y0.6, W-shaped: W1.5, Tri-Wing: TW1, Triangular: 2.3, pentagonal: P2 / P5
	Producer 
	HOTO
	Model 
	QWLSD004
	Colour
	Red
	Weight
	60 g
	Dimensions
	120 × 16.6 mm
	Maximum torque 
	2 N⋅m
	Material (screwdriver) 
	Aluminium alloy 
	Material (bits)
	S2 steel

Preço:

Antes: € 16.4943

Agora: € 15.50
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